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Abstract— The detection and tracking of moving vehicles is a
necessity for collision-free navigation. In natural unstructured
environments, motion-based detection is challenging due to low
signal to noise ratio. This paper describes our approach fora
14 km/h fast autonomous outdoor robot that is equipped with a
Velodyne HDL-64E S2 for environment perception. We extend
existing work that has proven reliable in urban environments.
To overcome the unavailability of road network information
for background separation, we introduce a foreground model
that incorporates geometric as well as temporal cues. Local
shape estimates successfully guide vehicle localization.Extensive
evaluation shows that the system works reliably and efficiently
in various outdoor scenarios without any prior knowledge about
the road network. Experiments with our own sensor as well as
on publicly available data from the DARPA Urban Challenge
revealed more than 96 % correctly identified vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection and tracking of dynamic objects is an
essential task for collision-free autonomous navigation of
outdoor robots. Compared to urban areas, where road net-
work information is available for background separation and
motion prediction, unstructured environments present a more
challenging scenario due to low signal to noise ratio.

We present an approach to vehicle detection and tracking
that is independent of any prior knowledge of the environ-
ment, in particular of the road network. The approach handles
vehicles of various appearance, size, and speed as well as
partial and full occlusions over short periods of time. For
environment perception, we rely on modern 3D laser range
finders (LRFs). They provide rich 3D point clouds with full
360◦ perception of large distances around the robot. For
this work we use aVelodyne HDL-64E S2with an update
frequency of up to 15 Hz. Therefore, updates arrive every
66 ms, allowing algorithms to detect changes in split second.

We extend an existing approach of Petrovskaya and Thrun
[19] that was designed for the DARPA Urban Challenge in
2007. The approach heavily relies on road network informa-
tion for background subtraction to reduce the number of false
positive detections and to reduce the computational load of
continuing vehicle hypothesis verification. We extend their
work to unstructured environments without limiting search
space to areas of likely vehicle occurrence. Therefore, we run
foreground separation using temporal and geometric cues. In
order to deal with sensor noise and sporadic range readings
we extend the two dimensional virtual scan of Petrovskaya

and Thrun [19] to a Gaussian environment model that
captures the local point distribution in the neighborhood of
each reading. Following prior work [22], [26] we use line
and corner features to guide vehicle localization in areas
of change. Vehicle tracking is carried out using a Rao-
Blackwellized Particle Filter as in [19].

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II starts with a
discussion of previous related work. Sec. III encapsulatesthe
work we extend in our approach. Sec. IV and Sec. V describe
our implementation. Finally, Sec. VI depicts our experimental
results and Sec. VII presents our conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Over the past few decades, a large number of detection
and tracking approaches have been developed, especially in
the context of the DARPA Grand and Urban Challenges.
Existing approaches can be divided into appearance-based
and motion-based methods.

Appearance-based methods on the one hand allow for an
identification of dynamic objects even if they are currently
not moving. Sun et al. [20] give a survey on vision-based
vehicle detection and tracking over the last 15 years. Most
vision-based approaches locate possible vehicles based on
visual cues. Hypothesis are then validated using template-
matching or binary classification.

During the Grand and Urban Challenges, Broggi et al. [3]
used a wide baseline trinocular camera system to generate
range images of up to50m in front of their robot. After
filtering ground readings, remaining points were clustered
to generate object hypothesis. During the VisLab Interconti-
nental Challenge the robot “Porter” was equipped with two
stereo camera systems [2]. The cameras provided information
for line marking, vehicle and pedestrian detection. Both
systems were supported by multiple LRFs for terrain analysis
and long range obstacle detection.

Wender and Dietmayer [25] generate vehicle hypothesis in
planar laser scans by fitting corner features to point clusters.
For verification in camera images, two separate classifiers
for lateral views and for frontal views of vehicles are trained.
The transformation is obtained from the candidate’s corner
approximation in the planar laser scan.

In the approach described by Miller et al. [15] the output
of a commercial vision-based vehicle tracking system is
integrated into a multi-sensor environment representation.



Camera images are used for candidate generation rather than
for validation.

Dietmayer et al. [7] use only LRF data to detect traffic
participants exclusively based on their geometry. They obtain
geometric extents by fitting oriented bounding boxes to point
clusters in planar laser scans.

Morris et al. [17] use a combination of 2D and 3D scans to
identify vehicles in cluttered environments. The 2D scans are
used for hypothesis generation which are further examined
in the 3D scans. A linear support vector machine is trained
to discriminate vehicles from clutter.

Motion-based methods on the other hand create candidates
in areas of change and therefore only detect moving objects.
Explicit discrimination based on appearance is avoided to
overcome high intra-class variance. Instead, motion is used
as predominant feature for object detection.

Wang [23] detects moving objects as a pre-filter for
simultaneous localization and mapping. The environment is
represented by two distinct occupancy grid maps: one for
static and one for dynamic objects. In a related project Wang
et al. [24] use a motion-based approach to detect pedestrians
and vehicles in planar laser scans. For object tracking an
extended Kalman filter with Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
[6] is used.

Coué et al. [5] provide a Bayesian formulation of oc-
cupancy maps that associates a velocity with each grid
cell. Cell movements are predicted using a linear velocity
model. Gindele et al. [10] formulateBayesian Occupancy
Filter Using Prior Map Knowledge(BOFUM) to incorporate
a priori knowledge about the street layout. In order to
reduce computational expenses for BOFUM, Brechtel et al.
[1] introduce a probabilistic sampling based solver.

A comprehensive collection of the scientific results ob-
tained at the DARPA Urban Challenge by participating
finalist teams is given in [4]. The robot “Boss” of team
Tartan Racing [21] is equipped with a combination of in
total 18 laser and radar sensors, including a Velodyne HDL-
64. Lasers are used to cluster points, whereas the radars are
used for speed estimation. In close and medium range line
and corner features are fit to object clusters. Depending on
the geometric approximation objects are tracked using the
bicycle model [13] or a constant acceleration model.

Team MIT [14] uses a combination of 12 planar LRFs
and a Velodyne HDL-64E for environment perception. Ad-
ditionally 15 radar sensors cover the area around the vehicle
to obtain precise velocity estimates in long distances. The
environment is represented by an array of cells where each
cell stores information about the occupancy of the area it
represents.

The Stanford Racing Team [16] is another participant
of the DARPA Urban Challenge. Petrovskaya and Thrun
[19] use a model-based approach to vehicle detection and
tracking from 3D laser data alone by extracting a two
dimensional planar scan. Their model is used for precise
motion estimation instead of vehicle classification and their
approach does not require data association.

Fig. 1: Projection of Velodyne HDL-64E readings into a 3D
grid in spherical coordinates as described in [19]. Readings
are illustrated as dots. Their height is indicated by a line that
projects readings into the horizontal plane.

III. SENSOR DATA INTERPRETATION

Our system is based on the approach of Petrovskaya and
Thrun [19]. The authors introduce a measurement model for
vehicle tracking with planar LRF that allows direct interpre-
tation of range data. This section describes the measurement
model as well as the method to generate a two dimensional
scan representation from data of a Velodyne HDL-64E.

A. Sensor Data Representation

In nearly planar environments, vehicle tracking is a prob-
lem in two dimensional space. However, the 3D data of the
Velodyne HDL-64E can be used to filter ground readings
as perceived by planar LRFs in uneven terrain. Petrovskaya
and Thrun [19] describe the extraction of a two dimensional
virtual scan from data of a Velodyne HDL-64E with a simple
ground model. Therefore, all readings are projected into a
3D grid in polar coordinates around the vehicle center (cf.
Fig. 1). For filtering noise, a representative reading is chosen
for each cell as the median of distances. A model of ground
elevation is established by comparing neighboring cells with
the same horizontal bearingθ. If the slope is smaller than
a threshold, the point is classified as ground reading. The
distance to the closest obstacle in a target height from 50 cm
to 200 cm is used as entry in the virtual scan.

B. Measurement Model

The measurement model [19] approximates vehicle ge-
ometry as rectangular shape of non-zero depth (cf. Fig. 2).
The likelihood of range readings is modeled as piece-
wise constant function over the domain of range readings
[rmin, rmax). Naturally, the likelihood of a reading to fall
onto the vehicle surface is highest. Due to self-occlusion,
there are at maximum two sides visible at a time. Rays
that extent through the visible car surface into and beyond
the vehicle interior are assigned a low likelihood. Similarly,
range readings that fall short, but not in the close vicinity
of the vehicle, receive a penalty. However, the likelihood
of short readings remains high, as occlusion is common
in dynamic environments, caused by objects such as street



Fig. 2: Geometric regions involved in measurement model
computation as described by Petrovskaya and Thrun [19].

signs, pedestrians, or other vehicles. By assigning a min-
imum likelihood to readings in the close vicinity of the
vehicle, the measurement model enforces a region of free
space.

IV. FOREGROUND SEPARATION

Natural unstructured environments are characterized by
low signal to noise ratio. While LRFs provide precise ge-
ometric measurements in indoor environments, in the out-
doors vegetation causes sporadic and large changes due to
its scattered appearance. Additionally, environmental factors
such as wind cause small and continuous changes. Errors in
data reduction of full 3D point clouds to 2D virtual scans
reinforce the effect.

While Petrovskaya and Thrun [19] restrict vehicle de-
tection to the area close to the road, we have no road
network information available to reduce the number of false
positive detections and to reduce the computational load of
continuing vehicle hypothesis verification. Consequently, we
introduce a foreground model that incorporates geometric as
well as temporal cues. With interest in moving vehicles, we
define the foreground as all points that fall onto approximate
piecewise planar object structures that exhibit motion.

A. Temporal Cues

Movement is perceived as change in the environment. To
distinguish movement from background noise, we create a
model of Gaussian distributions. Letzi be the range reading
of the i-th ray in the virtual scan. Thenzi is the median
of set of readingsCi,j of the j-th cell in the i-th cone of
the spherical grid, wherej is the index of the cell with the
closest obstacle. We compute the normal point distribution
from the set of readingsCi,j and its eight-neighborhood in
the spherical grid to obtain samplesXt ∼ N (µt,Σt) at time
t for all rays in the virtual scan.

At time stepst − 1 and t, we compare samplesXt−1

and Xt to detect change. If sampleXt−1 is classified as
background and sampleXt is classified as foreground, we
accept a change in the environment. If both samples are
classified as foreground, we compare their means using the

Fig. 3: A vehicle on a rural highway as perceived in the
model of Gaussian distributions. Covariances of local point
distributions are drawn as ellipses (blue: background, green:
foreground).

squared Mahalanobis distance

d2 = (µt − µt−1)
T
Σ

−1(µt − µt−1)

with pooled covariance matrix

Σ =
Nt

Nt +Nt−1

Σt +
Nt−1

Nt +Nt−1

Σt−1,

where Nt is the size of sampleXt. A change in the
environment is accepted ifd2 is greater than a thresholdtd.

To account for situations where the normal point dis-
tribution is an imprecise approximation, we threshold the
length of the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. A
sample is classified as background if the largest eigenvalue
of covarianceΣt is larger than a thresholdtσ2 . Therefore,
translucent and scattered objects are not considered in vehicle
detection.

Fig. 3 shows a vehicle on a rural highway. The vehicle
has a piece-wise planar surface with high point density and
is therefore considered as foreground. Vegetation and clutter
in the distance are classified as background due to their scat-
tered appearance. Note that the Gaussian environment model
is computed from the data of the 3D spherical grid rather
than the 2D virtual scan. Accordingly, planar structures in
the 2D virtual scan are not considered foreground if readings
sporadically hit the surface (e.g., a mid-height fence).

B. Geometric Cues

We use line and corner features to describe local geometry.
They support the underlying rectangular geometry of the
measurement model. To acquire local shape estimates, we
run region growing segmentation in areas of change. We
then fit line and corner features using a RANSAC-based [8]
approach. The following two models are fit to data:

Two-sided model: Due to self-occlusion there are at
maximum two sides visible at a time. We use a set of
two perpendicular lines to describe corner configurations.
One-sided model: If there is only one side visible, we
use a single line to describe all readings within the point
cluster.



If the data does not fit either of the two models, the point
cluster is disregarded.

Fitting a line l = (nx, ny,−d)T with normal n =
(nx, ny)

T and distance to origind requires two points. As
error function the absolute Euclidean distance

ρ(p, l) = |p · l| (1)

between pointp = (px, py, 1)
T and line l is used. Corner

estimation requires three non-collinear points. The first two
points define a linel1. The third point defines the position
of the orthogonal linel2 that passes through the point and
its perpendicular foot onl1. The error is computed as the
minimum error betweenp and lines(l1, l2):

ρ(p, (l1, l2)) = min{ ρ(p, l1), ρ(p, l2) }. (2)

The error threshold is configured to equal the vehicle surface
width of the measurement model. RANSAC is configured to
terminate according to the adaptive stopping criterion where
the number of iterations is updated based on the highest inlier
ratio observed so far [11].

Note that the one-sided model is a degenerate case of
the two-sided model, where the position of the shorter
side is free. We use the framework of RANSAC for
(Quasi-)Degenerate Data (QDEGSAC) [9] to deal with quasi-
degenerate configurations where few readings fall onto the
shorter side. In a series of RANSAC runs QDEGSAC iden-
tifies degenerate configurations and selects the best fitting
model based on the ratio of inliers to outliers.

V. VEHICLE DETECTION AND TRACKING

The success of previous studies encourages the use of
motion as predominant feature for the detection of moving
objects. Therefore, we use a motion-based approach for
vehicle detection and tracking in unstructured environments.

First, we separate vehicle candidates from background
as explained in Sec. IV. Then, we localize candidates that
are not yet explained by an existing track. In two consecu-
tive frames, candidates are validated based on their motion
pattern. Tracking is carried out using a Rao-Blackwellized
Particle Filter as described in [19].

A. Vehicle Localization with Shape Priors

Given local shape estimates from the foreground test,
vehicle localization is necessary to handle partial occlusions
where the object is split up into multiple clusters. Similarto
[19], we use Scaling Series [18] for vehicle localization. In
order to derive a more relaxed version of the measurement
model, the vehicle surface width is inflated proportional to
the sample radius.

With local shape estimates available, the vehicle position
and orientation (pose) is roughly known. For corner con-
figurations, the pose is known up to a90◦ ambiguity in
orientation. For line configurations, we additionally search
for the position along the given shape estimate.

We define the search space with twoδ-spheres that resolve
the90◦ ambiguity in orientation. The vehicle surface width is
initially padded56.25 cm to each side. This is half the width

Fig. 4: Areas involved inmotion evidencecomputation [19].

used by Petrovskaya and Thrun [19]. With an approximation
of shape available, it is not necessary to consume the entire
free space in early iterations, because position and orientation
are roughly known. In total, the algorithm runs 4 iterations
until the target vehicle surface width of25.0 cm is reached.

B. Validation

For track validation, we use themotion evidencescore
of Petrovskaya and Thrun [19]. The motion evidence score
describes how likely change was caused by a moving vehicle,
considering the areas that altered due to movement. Fig. 4
shows a moving vehicle in time stepst− 1 and t. The area
in front of the vehicle at timet− 1 was previously free and
became occupied. The area behind the vehicle in time step
t was previously occupied and became free.

Note that the motion evidence score requires knowledge
of the candidate’s speed. However, when a candidate is
first localized, the motion pattern can be tested against a
minimum velocityvmin to quickly rule out changes that do
not fit the model.

C. Tracking

For vehicle tracking, we use a Rao-Blackwellized Particle
Filter that samples directly from the measurement model.
For a detailed description we refer the reader to the orig-
inal paper [19]. We found that spurious measurements in
the background are not hindering tracking performance.
Therefore, we use all points in the virtual scan for vehicle
tracking, including points that were previously classifiedas
background.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The system was evaluated with regard to detection times
in ranges 0 m–30 m, 30 m–50 m, and 50 m–80 m. The test
sequence contains in total eight vehicles that drive towards
the ego-vehicle with velocities between 60–80 km/h. To
enable multiple detections in different ranges, the tracker was
configured to drop tracks after one frame. Table I summarizes
the results. In the range of 50 m–80 m only 2 out of 8 vehicles
were detected. Detection times ranged between 10 and 12
frames. Due to the limited angular resolution of theVelo-
dyne HDL-64E S2, only few readings fall onto the vehicle
surface in long distances. Further, inaccuracies in ground
detection cause noisy measurements that are disregarded
by the foreground model. In ranges 0 m–30 m and 30 m–
50 m all vehicles were successfully detected. Detection times
averaged between 3 and 4 frames. The maximum detection



Fig. 5: Camera view and laser data with virtual scan of the detection and tracking of a dynamic obstacle. The example
scenario shows the successful detection and tracking of a driving vehicle (yellow) in a difficult unstructured forest region.
The 3D laser points are colored according to their height value (red - zero, yellow - 1 m, green - 2 m, and blue - over 2 m).

80 m–50 m 50 m–30 m 30 m–0 m
Average detection time 11.33 3.50 3.38
Minimum detection time 10 3 3
Maximum detection time 12 5 5
Number of misses 6 0 0

TABLE I: Number of frames required for vehicle detection
and number of total misses in 0 m–30 m, 30 m–50 m, and
50 m–80 m.

time was 5 frames for both ranges. With at least 3 frames
required for vehicle detection the system performed close to
the theoretical minimum in ranges up to 50 m.

We further evaluated the overall performance on the pub-
licly available DARPA Urban Challenge data set [12]. The
data set pictures the DARPA Urban Challenge finals from
the perspective of team MIT’s robot “Talos”. Evaluation was
carried out by counting total number of detections and misses
on mission files 2 and 3. Both missions sum up to in total 4
hours and 40 minutes autonomous driving over a distance of
62.7 km. Vehicles were considered for detection if they were
within 50 m of the robot and visible in the virtual scan, i.e.,
not fully occluded by other objects. Moving vehicles were
counted as missed in two situations: 1. if the vehicle was not
detected and 2. if the track was not maintained during close
contact. Specifically, vehicles must be tracked when entering
an intersection and when passing the ego-vehicle in close
range. Qualitative measures, such as minimum and maximum
detection times, were omitted due to missing ground truth.

Table II summarizes the results. In total 361 out of
371 vehicles were correctly identified and tracked. Several
misses occurred where vehicles were driving in the opposite
direction on a divided highway. The view onto the other side
of the road was obstructed by evenly spaced trees on the
median. Consequently, vehicles were partially occluded with
only few readings falling onto the vehicle surface. Further,
we found that the initial detection of slow moving objects

Mission Duration Distance Detected Missed
2 5,428 s 21.5 km 153 6
3 10,414 s 41.2 km 218 4

TABLE II: Summary of overall performance on the DARPA
Urban Challenge data set of Huang et al. [12].

Run-time: mean / standard deviation in ms
Scenario Scan Detection Validation Tracking Total
City center 23 / 3 5 / 3 12 / 13 13 / 9 54 / 15
Forest 26 / 4 12 / 5 15 / 14 0 / 0 53 / 16

TABLE III: Mean and standard deviation of run-times in a
city and in a forest scenario.

is challenging. Several misses were caused by slow moving
traffic in the middle of the road or close to an intersection.
Near misses occurred at intersections with overly careful
approaching vehicles. Generally, these vehicles were detected
on entering rather than on approaching the intersection. How-
ever, once these vehicles were detected tracking remained
stable. Occasionally, the robot approached an intersection
where another vehicle was waiting already. As vehicle lo-
calization is initiated in areas of change, the vehicle was not
detected up until moving off the stop line.

For run-time evaluation we analyzed two data sets. The
first data set was recorded during a trip through the congested
city center of Koblenz, Germany. It is characterized by
frequent traffic and partial as well as full occlusions, withup
to ten vehicles being tracked simultaneously. The second data
set was recorded in a natural forest environment. The data
is characterized by vegetation and clutter. However, there
was no encounter with other traffic participants. Table III
summarizes run-times on a2.53GHz Intel Core 2 Duo. The
system performed equally well in both scenarios with run-
times of in average under55ms/frame, which is lower than
the update frequency of theVelodyne HDL-64E S2.



VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we successfully extended the approach of
Petrovskaya and Thrun [19] towards unstructured environ-
ments. We managed to detect and track vehicles exclusively
on the 3D data of a Velodyne HDL-64E S2 in real-time.
The approach works without any prior knowledge about the
environment and is able to deal with ego-motion even in
rough terrain. In order to model changes caused by vegetation
and clutter, change detection incorporated the distribution of
points in the local neighborhood of each reading. Geometry
was approximated using line and corner features. Evaluation
on our own as well as publicly available data showed
that the algorithms work reliably. Detection of fast moving
vehicles performed close to the theoretical minimum of 3
frames within a range of 50 m. Overall more than96% of
all vehicles were correctly identified. The tracker handled
sharp corners, hard accelerations, and partial as well as full
occlusions of up to two seconds. The presented approach
is currently limited to vehicles. A possible extension could
include the detection and tracking of other dynamic objects,
such as pedestrians. In close range it is often beneficial
to know about stationary objects as well to reason about
their future behavior. A temporarily parked car may start
moving at any time. Therefore, the 3D data could be used for
appearance-based object detection in close range. Integration
of further sensors represents another possible extension.
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